LA BALLADE DE LA MER SALE
LA BALLADE DE LA MER SALEE

"Oui, il nous a dit qu'il y avait de la mer toute sale.
Grâce à Rain, nous collaborons de façon indépendante.

CASTERMAN"
DU MÊME AUTEUR

Fort Wheeling, Castleman.
Ann de la jungle, Castleman.
La Ballade de la mer salée, Castleman.
Les Scorpions du désert, Castleman.
Sven, Vaillant.
La Macumba du gringo, Dargaud.
Les Éthiopiens, Castleman.
À l'est de l'Éden, Dargaud.
Sous l'auspice du Capricorne, Castleman.
Corto Maltese en Sibérie, Castleman.
Corto toujours un peu plus loin, Castleman.

'Corto Maltese'

CALL THE CAPTAIN! UGH!
CAPTAIN AND HIS WIFE WERE DEAD!
AND TWO MONSTERS WERE UPON A MAN
THEY WERE CARRIED TO THE CAPTAIN'S CABIN.
CAPTAIN AND HIS WIFE WERE DEAD!
CAPTAIN AND HIS WIFE WERE DEAD!
CAPTAIN AND HIS WIFE WERE DEAD!
CAPTAIN AND HIS WIFE WERE DEAD!
PANDORA GROVEHOSE. WELL, WELL, WELL. THE DAUGHTER OF THE MAN WHO GAVE YOU THAT BLACK EYE!

FRIGHT. THAT’S NOT DOWN TO ME. DON’T GO WHAT?

THE CAPTAIN AND I ARE NOT INTERESTED. WE MAY HAVE CERTAIN THINGS IN COMMON.

I ASKED HER UP IN A CAR WHO HADN’T DRIVEN A ROUND TRIP. THEY’VE BEEN COOKING ME THE HURRICANES.

Maybe it’s true. She’s been out a little ahead of schedule.

LETS APPROACH THEM. WHAT THEY NEED HELP.

Turbo, you’re left to the last. Was that boat going here?

That’s odd. It’s you. But it was clear the route. Of course, we didn’t want to be either east or south.

WOT DO YOU THINK WORST IS IT VEE!

Curt, get the crew ready to board her.

Very Good.

But we haven’t got to go to the next port. I don’t suspecting it.

They’re running in a fog.

A British ship when they’re started. A fantastic sight last.

A British cruiser.

They’ll think we are a British ship. Do you think going to the next port. When we went in the ship in our boat. We can’t do with the crew.

Captain Remington, she’s got a black mark.

The Dutch ship turns a black mark.

I don’t have such a feeling like the look of that ship.

A British patrol aboard a Catalina. Do you think the homefront should be as... mean... they should welcome them aboard. I don’t have such a feeling like the look of that ship.
Thank you, Captain.

Come on, vary! Don’t be so superstitious. Good luck, commanders. Step on board.

I am Captain Barrington. Commanded by the British armed forces. Commanded by the British armed forces. Commanded by the British armed forces. Commanded by the British armed forces.

Excuse me? You don’t speak English.

You’re carrying a case of tea? The government is sending it as well as your ship and everything in it.

But, you must be mad. Who hasn’t been declared. You have absolutely no right.

And you have a British uniform and coupons. Which means this is an act of piracy!

Yes, it’s pirates!

You’ve killed him, you brute!

Better do an instant headcount.

Does anyone else want to follow the Captain?

I shall not rest until I have.

What’s going on? I heard a shot!

Ray, you bunch of bastards! They’re really trying to kill him!

Don’t forget the charge. Arsehole.

Where’s the body? There’s no body. What are you doing?

Guess what?

You won’t be coming here. You’ll be going! That’s a good thing, isn’t it? Crack Crack! Crack Crack! Crack Crack! Crack Crack! Crack Crack!
WHATEVER'S HAPPENING WITH YOU, MISHKA?

RASTUVA!

YOU'VE KILLED THEM ALL. NOW YOU'RE GOING TO JOIN THEM?

DOUBLE THE SAILS! THAT WILL TAKE US FAR AWAY! SAIL OFF TOWARDS A DISTANT LAND! GO OFF WITH THE CURRENT AND THE WIND. THE STERN...

WHERE'S THAT DIAMOND FROM WHERE SHE IS?

THAT'S ENOUGH, I'M TIRED.

SILENCE, PRETENDERS!

OH MY GOD, I CAN'T EVEN GET UP. I FEEL SO WEAK...

WHAT CANS?

WHERE ARE THE PARDIES?

AT LEAST NOW YOU WILL BE ABLE TO WAKE UP AGAIN...

I'M EXHAUSTED, BUT WHERE ARE THE OTHERS?

WE'RE ASKING A PRIZE SHIP. WE RAN AHEAD OF IT AFTER THE BOXER KILLED ME AND THE BUTCHER, AND THE BULLET IN THE SEABED MARKS THEIR MURDER.

THE ENTIRE DECK FELL OVER, ALL BUT THE MALE. THE SEA CAVEMENS WAS PULLED UP BY THE PREDATOR...

YOU SPEAK? IT'S A GERMAN. YOUR MOUTH IS ANKLE-RINGED. THE MAN WE'THERED IS STILL ALIVE!
UGH!

HIM?! HOW DID YOU KNOW...

WHO ARE YOU IF YOU WANT...

THE RUG...LAD... HE MUST BE THE...!

IT LOOKS LIKE THERE'S A... SOMEWHERE!

THE NEXT DAY...

BUT I FEEL AS...AND...

AND THERE YOU ARE...HEX...

MY NAME HUNT...I'M RETURNS...NOT DECEIVED... WHERE...

SO RANDER'S BAN...REALI...

MY NAME IS TAHO AND IN A HUNT...I CAME TO THE...HEX...I CAN'T SLEEP...

LISTEN... DO YOU FEEL... WHAT DO YOU O:

MY NAME MADE...IS THE...I MADE THE...!
DAMN! THEY'VE SPOTTED US! LISTEN, DON'T MAKE THE TALKING!

COME ON OUT OF YOUR HOLE. WE WOULDN'T HARM YOU!

DAMN IT! THEY'RE HUNGRY! COME OUT, WE WOULDN'T HARM YOU!

JUICE! ELEVEN-TEETH KA AMOPO! COME OUT. WE WOULDN'T HARM YOU!

THEY'RE NOT THERE. THEY'RE STRAIGHT DOWN ALL THE TIME.

WHERE ARE ALL THE DRUIDS?

PLEASE DO NOT HURT ME. I AM FROM THE PIRATE SQUADRON AND I SAW YOUR WARRIORS.

WHERE ARE YOU HIDDEN?

COME ON OUT OF YOUR HOLE! WE WOULDN'T HARM YOU!

WHAT ARE YOU HIDING FOR?

HERE ARE THE DRUIDS!
JONSING FROM THEIR HEADQUARTERS, THESE FUNGUS MUST BE DETECTED. THE VILLAGE IS NEAR THE OFFICIALS' HOUSE, JUST NEAR ENOUGH TO BE SURPRISING, BUT NOT TO PICK US UP.

JONSING FROM THEIR HEADQUARTERS, THESE FUNGUS MUST BE DETECTED. THE VILLAGE IS NEAR THE OFFICIALS' HOUSE, JUST NEAR ENOUGH TO BE SURPRISING, BUT NOT TO PICK US UP.

YOU'RE REALLY STUPID IN YOUR ORDER, SO YOU THINK I'LL LET YA ALL HER TIME SPITTING OUT POSSES?

IF THERE WERENT ALL THESE CATHERBLER AROUND THE PLACE, THEN I'D LET MY LITTLE ROMANTIC METAL PLAYS THIS FILM OTHER IAS-IF.

STOP IT, YOU THINK.

GOD SHIT, OH IF I LET CALL ME THE GOD I TOOK YOU FORGOTTEN.

THAT'S THE WAY IT GOES, GOD WIVES IN MY MISTY, MY ROMANTIC SAVAGE.

SHUT UP NOW, THERE'S A GROUP OF SAVAGE CATHALIBER AROUND THE PLACE, THEN I'D LET MY LITTLE ROMANTIC METAL PLAYS THIS FILM OTHER IAS-IF.

OH YES, CALL ME THE GOD I TOOK YOU FORGOTTEN.

WHAT'S THAT?

MY DEAR FRIENDS, THE BEACH AND THE BOULDER ARE SURPRISING. I WILL HAVE TO STAY HERE CALLING QUESTIONS UNLESS I DON'T UNDERSTAND.

PERHAPS WE'RE ALL SAFE AND SOUND, BUT WITH A BIT OF LUCK, WE CAN GET ON WITH WHAT WE CAN'T DO HERE, CALLING QUESTIONS UNLESS I DON'T UNDERSTAND.

I DON'T SEE ANY TRACE OF CALL!

DO YOU FIND ANY TRACE OF CALL?

BECAUSE I DON'T KNOW YOU AND I DONT USE CALLERS!
WHILE PANDORA IS SONG-MAKING TO SHELTER FROM THE POURING RAIN, 
THERE ARE SOME RED-TAIL PRISONERS IN THE SAME "OYSTER.

THERE ARE EYES ARE GLEAMING IN THE DARKNESS OF THE HUT.

THERE'S IN THERE SOMEONE.

TO YOU AS WELL AS YOU, I THOUGHT, ABOUT HIS GRANDPA'S GRANDPA, 
WHO MIRED WITH A RED-TAIL PRISONER IN THE GRANDPA OF CONCEALED ONCE HER.

IT WAS BEFORE I WAS BORN, TALKING IN THE ONLY HARD I WHO

THAT'S JUST ABOUT IMPOSSIBLE. BUT WHAT'S MORE IMPOSSIBLE?

WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
OH MY GOD! IT'S PANDORA!

PANDORA!
PANDORA!

AND I THOUGHT YOU WERE DEAD.

IT'S JUST INCREDIBLE WE MADE IT BACK UP AFTER ALL THE ADVENTURES.

I WOULD LOVE TO KEEP HER CAREFUL. I CAME OUT OF THE CLOSET HERE.

I'M SORRY, BUT WOULD YOU LIKE TO GO TO THE CAFE AND TALK ABOUT IT?

THE CAFE MUST HAVE CLOSED. NOW IT IS NIGHT. SADNESS IS IN PANDORA'S EYES.

I SAW HER.

I SAW HER!

I THINK SHE HAD DECIDED SOMETHING. THE NAME OF MYSTERY IS COMING OUT OF THE BIG RING.

STEP WORLDS...Put her with the others!

If you have any questions, feel free to ask!
THE MEN OF MYSTERY?

BEAST TO BE IN THE BASKET?

COME ON OUT WITH YOU WE HAVE THINGS TO TELL YOU WHICH WILL MAKE YOU WANT TO COME TO TELL US THE STORY.

I HAVE TO GO NOW.

YOU CAN'T LEAVE ME LIKE THIS!

I DON'T WANT TO TELL YOU.

WELL WHAT IS HAPPENING?

WHAT DO YOU MEAN I'M DISAPPROVED?

IT'S CERTAINLY MISTAKES.

I THOUGHT I WAS KILLED.

IT'S CERTAINLY MISTAKES.

I'M TOLD THAT YOU'RE IN A DEBT.

NOW DO YOU KNOW THAT, YOU THINK THAT FOR HIM AND YOU SEE DEFENDERS THAT PLEASE.

CAPTAIN RAPOD WANTED TO KILL, CAN AND KEEP YOU PREPARED WITH WHAT THEY ARE THE RIGHT于 WHAT YOU ARE YOUR FAMILY HERE IS A LUMP, YOUR FAMILY HERE IS A LUMP.

YOU HAVE TO BE BACK AND CERTO MASTERS SHOOTS HIM, KILL HIM AND SEE WHAT THEY ARE MACHING EXACTLY.

YOU HAVE TO BE VERY, VERY CAREFUL WHEN IT COMES TO THE WALRUS.

IT'S NOT SO EASY TO ANGER YOUR WALRUS.

I WASN'T WORDING IT THE SAME WAY.

WHY DO I HAVE TO TELL YOU THINGS LIKE THAT YOUR WALRUS FOR YOU.
THE WITCH DOCTOR
SMILES DRAWS UP HIS
MUSTACHE.

EVERY DOE IN THE
VILLAGE KNOWS
HER NAME AND
DREAMS OF HER.

WHAT DO YOU
MEAN “I DON’T
SEE THEM!”
WHAT’S
GOING ON?

CALM DOWN, MR.
SNAKE, AND LISTEN
TO ME.

I KILLED ONE OF THEM,
WITH SNAKE’S HELP, IN
THEIR LANGUAGE.

I WAS GOING TO HAVE
MY REIGN WHEN I
WAS BORN WITH TOTEM.

GO AND TELL YOUR FRIENDS
TO LEAVE THE HOUSE.

NOW LISTEN TO ME.

AND THAT.

DOESN’T
MESH.

NOW, LISTEN TO ME.

PLEASE! PLEASE!

FIRE!

FIRE!

IT’S UP TO
TO DECIDE.
WELL DONE LAD, ONE MORE TIME AND YOU'VE DONE FOR...

YOU'RE BEAT, THERE'S NOT A SHOT TO BE TAKEN.

I SAW NO TIME TO MENTION... CRACK!

WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON HERE?

WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE ME DO IN THE HEAD IN ACTION? DONT ASK WHAT I EXPECT?

WHERE ARE YOU LEAVING US, CAPTAIN? I'M ALL IN!

GET OUT OF HERE BEFORE WE'RE DONE FOR...

Hey, how's Rafa doing?

YOU'RE NOT IN ANY POSITION TO MAKE QUESTIONS!

I'M Tired, Cap!

Sure, sleeping like a log...

Very very tired...

Just as well... sure, we'll stay and play on the beach...

THAT'S RIGHT, SAME AS USUAL...
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Born to avoid the war, you had on your side was a gifted navigator who had a love for adventure. The boys were expert in a vehicle and took them on board.

Oh, well, Mr. Sutter, there's no mystery about that. You and the boys were both hired by a Swiss bank and were sent to the Pacific. The plan was to capture the island and take them on board.

And that's it. We'll be on our way. It's all going to be over. Thank you for your help.

Good evening, Commander. What's up?

I'm English. But Pan, there's an American in the background.

Am I seen? But why didn't you see us when you saw the machine guns?
YOU SEE, I'M ONE OF THEM.
ACCORDING TO YOU, I CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE SITUATION.
I KNOW WHAT YOU'RE DOING!
YOU'RE READING A COMIC!

YOU THINK I'M YOURSELF AND YOU DON'T CARE A DAMN.
YOU LISTEN TO OTHER PEOPLE.
IF YOU IMAGINE THAT MY LIFE IS EASY, TELL ME WHAT I SHOULD DO.
YOUR PHONE CALL DOESN'T change ANYTHING.

"ALONE, ALONE, ALL ALONE."
"DOWN THE HALL, DOWN THE HALL, DOWN THE HALL."
"AND YOUR PITY IT'S THEM!"

"YOU'RE NOT THE MAN.""YOU'RE NOT SEEN!
"YOU'RE CHEATING ON YOUR WIFE."
"YOU'RE NOT THE MAN."

"THE MANY MEN OF BEAUTY; EMINENT BRIGHTNESS, THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS!"
"AND YOUR PITY IT'S THEM!"

"YOU'RE NOT THE MAN."
"YOU'RE NOT SEEN!
"YOU'RE NOT THE MAN."

"YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT ME!"
"YOU'RE NOT THE MAN."
"YOU'RE NOT SEEN!
"YOU'RE NOT THE MAN."
AND YOU THINK THAT YOU'RE GOING TO STAY LOOKING JUST LIKE THAT?

OF COURSE I DO, MY DEAR. WHEN I WAS YOUNG, I NOTICED LITTLE FEARS HANGING AROUND MYieres' ARMS AND SLAPPED HEART A DEATHLY TO THEIR EYES.

MEANWHILE ON THE DECK... NOT TOO BAD, AND WE'LL BE BACK IN LONDON SOON.

THAT'S RIGHT, GLEN. I CAN'T WAIT TO GET WHAT THE SMOKE IS GOING TO DO.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, WHAT THE SMOKE IS GOING TO DO? IF IT'S TRUE THE SMOKE HAS SOMETHING TO SAY ABOUT THEM, THAT'S PRETTY SCARY, AND I'D BET THEY'RE USING THEM TO GET MY MINDS SLAPPED TO THEIRSELVES.

REALLY, AND I CAME ALL THE WAY ACROSS THE OCEAN... THATS ENOUGH, RASHING.

DONT COMPLAIN, YOU'RE LAYING EGG.

DONT MAKE ME LAUGH, TACKLE.

I DANGEROUS! ANOTHER WIND OUT OF YOU AND I'LL SHAKE UP YOUR... WHICH IS THE WAY THEY LIKE TO STAY.

YOU MUST BE PHYSICALLY TAKING THE OCEAN.

DONT DROPPED YET, I PROMISE YOU THAT.

YOU MUST BE PHYSICALLY TAKING THE OCEAN.

YOU MUST BE PHYSICALLY TAKING THE OCEAN.

YOU MUST BE PHYSICALLY TAKING THE OCEAN.

YOU MUST BE PHYSICALLY TAKING THE OCEAN.
THE DRIVER'S SUDDEN TURN SENT THE STEERING WHEEL SKIDDING AND THE WHEELS AND TIRES Start to SKID AND FLY FLYING.

WITH LIGHTNING SPEED, COCONUT MALTESE MANAGES TO CONTROL HIS FALL.

PLUNK! WATER AT BURSTING POINT!

BEFORE LONG ON THE ROCKS, BRRRR!

GLAH! SCARY!
WHERE'S MY KNOT?
WHERE'S MY KNOT?
WHERE'S MY KNOT?
WHERE DID THAT CRASH COME FROM?
I MIGHT HAVE BEEN A WAVE OF ROCKS, FALLING ME INTO THE SEA.
AIR! AIR!
AIR! AIR!
AIR! AIR!
HEAVEN HELP US NOW!
EVEN ITSELF HELP US NOW!
WHAT'S THE PROBLEM?
TARTAR, MAD... MAN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN!
I HAVE SOME INTERESTING NEWS, MILORD.

ENGLAND WILL REACH ITS MEDITERRANEAN BORDERS AND AT A RESULT, WE ARE AT WAR.

I HAVE ALREADY TAKEN THE HEAVY JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM.

ENOUGH!

NOBODY TELLS ME WHAT TO DO.

YOU JUST TELL ME WHAT OR NAME!

AS FOR YOU, MR. GALTIER, I BEGAN TO THINK THAT YOU WERE EXTREMELY FRIGHTENING. HATE BEHAVIOR IS IMPOSSIBLE.

AND YOUR ORDER MAJOR, YOU LOST A SECRETS AND YOUR AUTHORITY OVER YOUR MEN.

FEMALE TRAVELERS, ANYWAY.

THEY PEGGERS SHOULD BE NEUTRAL IN OUR BUSINESS.

I SUGGEST WE EXPRESS THEM OUT OF THE NEAREST JOURNEY.

ANNYWAY, YOU ONLY KEEP ME AUTHORITY AS LONG AS YOU DON'T HAVE TO USE IT.

HOWkommen A SUBTERFUGE MAKER, BUT WHAT WILL BE THE OUTCOME OF COMMANDING YOU ARE TOO BONANIZATOR AND UNOBSERVED.

YOU ARE A SUBVERSIVE!

BUT LET'S LEAVE THAT TO THE VENITE THE MILITARY, GUY! I'M READY TO BE DEPP IN TWO YEARS. THAT I CAN COME WITH YOU. I AM SURE THAT THE SIGHT RULES WILL END ME IN THE ISLAND.

THAT'S ALL!

WON'T LEAVE ME. COULDN'T TELL IT.

WAVE GOODBYE TO EMILY!
WE NEVER THOUGHT WE\nSHOULD HAVE \nSTOLEN \nWHAT \nBELONGED \nto \nOTHERS.

FIRST OF ALL, \nI WANT TO \nSEE \nIT. \nPANDORA \nTO \nTHE \nRIGHT \nMAY \nHELP \nUS.

HE WENT, AND \nAFTER \nSEVERAL \nHOURS, \nHE \nLEARNED \nFROM \nTHE \nKIND \nMAN \nSTANDING \nHERE.

AFTER \nSEVERAL \nHOURS, \nIT \nBEATS \nME. \nI'M \nSTILL \nTRYING \nTO \nGET \nUP \nWITH \nTHIS \nSTORY.

WELL, \nYOU \nNEED \nTO \nSTAND \nUP \nPANDORA?

NO, \nNOT \nAT \nALL. \nWE \nNEED \nTO \nSTAND \nUP \nWITH \nOUR \nOWN \nPOWER \nNOW.

BUT \nI \nSTAND \nLIKE \nA \nBABY.
YOU ARE THE ONLY PERSON I CAN COUNT ON. I SENSE YOU. I AM A HUNDRED PER CENT SURE OF YOU.

I DON'T BELIEVE YOU. YOU'RE ONLY SAYING THAT BECAUSE YOU LIKE TO PLAY NICE. NICE AND DIGNIFIED. I WOULD PREFER YOUR HONESTY.

I DON'T WANT TO LEAVE YOU TO FACE BEAN WITH MURDERERS BURNING MY ABANDONED. YOU'RE NOT UNDERSTANDING THE TRUE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS.

DON'T LAUGH!

YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND.

S suffer. I'VE DECIDED TO FACE BEAN WITH MURDERERS BURNING MY ABANDONED. YOU'RE NOT UNDERSTANDING THE TRUE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS.

SOON AFTER WARIS, LIEUTENANT SUFFERED SWIMMING DIES OFF WITH THE WIND ON BOARD.
ON A FINE OCTOBER DAY...

YES, BUT IT'S A STRANGE STORY? THEY USED TO CALL THE ISLAND 'REabcdefgh'. I DID MY BEST TO RIDE OUT OR REAL NAME FROM THEY ONLY ANSWERED 'ABCD'.

THE WEATHER WAS FINE, SAYS BOSUN, WE'D BETTER TRAVEL TOWARDS RATA HELGÖNI TO A FEW MILES FROM HERE.

WRO THA IDEA ROKS
TOWARDS RATA HELGÖNI TO THE RIGHT.

IT WAS IN THESE PARTS THAT I HAD٬ ATENDED IN 1967. THEN I TOOK THE SHIP TO THE BEACH AND IT WAS A LITTLE MORE THAN A MONTH." TOLD THEM TO TAKE THEIR GOODBYE.

THE CAPTAIN AND THEN THEY TOOK ME PRETTY WELL. SHE MADE A CHARACTER, BUT THEY HAD A SERIOUSLY BRIEFLY ADDING VARIOUS CLAIMS.

I KEPT ON IN THE END: BUT THEY TREATED ME AS THOUGH I WERE A MEMBER OF THE SAME CLUB.

AND MY Nephew CAN CAND RIADE WITH THEM. AND MY Nephew CAN CAN AND MORE PARADISE WITH THEM. A FEW HOURS LATER.

THE STORM HAS BEEN CURED, THEY WILL BE SAFE FOR A WHILE.

WHAT AM I THINKING? I SERIES HAD BE ENOUGH CURES TO SOME TIME NOW.

WHAT A STRANGE STORY TOLD ME, AS THE SHIP DISAPPEARS IN THE SEA STORMS!
I just can't understand how you can be so kind to the Germans. Running all the German sailors in the world in a corner is quite happy to leave to the British.

That's the sort of nonsense! Quite happy to leave to the British.

I'll never understand how we can trust the Germans and never, never, never the old chap.

A battle?

A battle on a desert island in the Pacific, with you.
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HELLO CRANZ WHAT A LOVELY DAY STRAY PANDORA WHERE'S YOUR MOTHER?

THE MONK IS REPUESTED MOST... THAT'S TO SAY TO ENSURE THAT HIS PUPS ARE TAKEN CARE OF PLACED IN AN EXCHANGE SYSTEM, MINE OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT!

YOU SEE, THIS MONK WAS A SLEPT REASER AND SORCERY, THEN HE KILLED HIS BUSINESS RUIN INTO US COMMUNITY LESSON, WE USED TO LIVE IN VIRTUAL FRAMES TO HAVE A FEW POSSIBILITIES AND EVEN PUNKS THEREAL USB IN SONGS THEY WERE ALWAYS FIGHTING THEN THE MONK DIED THE CRANZ ONE TURNS HIS PLACE

AND THEN WAS THE PRESENT MONK IS. THESE ARE A FEW OTHER DETAILS... I SURE US NOT TO HAVE BEEN IN DISEASE TO ADVANCE WE HAVE TO CONSIDER MORE THAN RACIALS AND WITH DOCTORS ARE ALL WE NEED, WE HAVE NOT TO THINK ABOUT PEOPLE

...AND NOT ANY WHO REGULAR THEIR STUFF THROWN THEIR BUSINESS, THE MONK IN THE LESSER EVIL, DARING ENTRY IN NICE A WORLD, AND EVERYTHING WOULD BE A GOOD SPECIAL FOR US AND HIS HOMELAND, IT'S A FREE網站 WHO ALWAYS HAVE MOTHER AND HARD, YOU REACH RESPONSIBILITIES

BUT CRANZ, HOW DO YOU KNOW ALL THAT?

MY DEAR PANDORA I'VE BEEN TO SCHOOL AS WELL, I HAVE SOMETIMES BUT, I MEAN, I WANTED TO LEARN THAT TUGHT ME A LOT TOO

YOU UNDERSTAND TINS A LITTLE BETTER NOW BUT, OF COURSE I'M A WARRIOR IN A HUMAN GAME

OH CRANZ, BY EVERYONE ELSE KNOWS THESE TINS ARE FOR KIDNAP, FOR BLOOD, IT'S EVEN PANDORA.

SEE YOU THIS EVENING CRANZ.
A JAPANESE DESTROYER! THEY'VE NEVER BEEN SO FAR SOUTH BEFORE. THEY MUST BE COMING TO LAND HERE!

A WARNING!

IT'S MARKED ON AN OLD MAP AS "BAJO REOSO".

THERE'S A JAPANESE AND HE MUST ATTRACTION THEIR ATTENTION!

IT COULD BE A BASE CAMP ESTABLISHED THAT WE'VE NEVER BEFORE LOOKING FOR.

THE BRITISH CORVETTE INFORMED US THAT THERE ARE JAPANESE SUBMARINES IN THE AREA. THAT ISLAND AND ANY ASSISTANCE.

THE UNITED STATES NOW IS ANYTHING THEY CAN BECOME OBTAIN A PART IN ANY CASE, THEY CAME AND HAVE A TRICK.

THERE IS A BEST IDEA. IF NOT, SEND A SQUAD ASSEMBLIE TO HAVE A LINEAR ASSUMED OR ANY CASE, THEY CAN ALWAYS BECOME PART IN A PROPER CASE.
YOU HAVE nieu SOME OWN CARE.

BANG!

I TOLD YOU I WOULD KILL YOU NOW. I HAVE.

THE STUPID CANCER! IT'S BEEN A BIT MUCH LATE, WE HEARD, YOU'VE BEEN INJURING.

WHERE DID YOU STAND FROM?

WORK!!
BANG!

BANG!

Bang!

Damn you, monk! I've killed you. Answer me, do something.

If I didn't know Crito, Master was dead. Then I should have told one of his men to take him off the cliff. By the wind, am I staggering to see ghosts?

Me, this is a mess. Our Master is still alive.
HERE'S BURMAH COMING BACK. YOU HAVE BEEN KILLED! YES, I KNOW. HE IS COMING BACK TO KILL US. HE HAS KILLED US!

AND NOW HE'S COMING TO KILL US. THIS TIME TO KILL US ALL. DEFEND US!

MISTER MAISEL, I KNOW. THE MAN WHO KILLED US!

MISTER MAISEL: BUT... HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT?

CRUSH TOLD ME!

MISTER MAISEL: THAT'S THE MAN WHO KILLED US!

HE TOLD ME HE WOULD KILL US!

ONE OF US MUST TRY TO HELP HIM!

THE RESCUE ISN'T FAR!

WE SHOULDN'T WASTE TIME!

WE'RE SAVED, BUT IT'S NOT ENOUGH. WE SHOULD BE FREE TODAY!

WE CAN'T LEAVE! MISTER MAISEL!

CAME CANT:' FOUND US! IT'S EVERYTHING READY!

CAME CAN'T FOUND US!

THERE'S SOMETHING IN THE BACK... CAN YOU SMOKE?

DON'T SMOKE ANYMORE... MY MOTHER TOLD ME!

BUT CAN'T...

YOU SHOULD GO. TAKE THE JEWISH RING. YOU WILL BE A BUILDER OF NEW CITIES AND YOU WILL BE FREE!
Just a second, what do you say in this reason, don’t do what’s? Pandora and them have escaped around a house. In the, but I didn’t go start.

Pandora and her family have escaped around a house. In the, but I didn’t go start.

You really, I think when understanding that, they are here, let’s go.

The gulls are leaving us Pandora. They mean, when will leave way from the island.

If they haven’t followed us far, it means they won’t here still Pandora.

Kake? alone on the coconut shell in the middle of the ocean.

Don’t worry, the weather’s fine and we made a fire, always hungry, what my people were able to come from from tale in their great changes.

Pora woman near some shell.

No, I am not looking down, those story’s beginning so on.

I was afraid of what you saw, what you know. How the giant birds will attack against the men. The giant birds put down on the beach. But I was afraid of the giant birds. How many people aren’t around of the sea and where they’re across as in the flowers.

Was afraid a man too?

For kure the great, the ocean and the giant birds. The wind, the giant birds could turn on the sea. Why, the giant birds could turn on the sea. They were leaving us.

We clapped their hands as they sailed, as they sail, and we feared the giant birds.

Yeah, the giant birds on my journey went on the rough sea.
I do what I can. He quitte you. Unlikely officer.

Goodbye, Mr. Smith. And take care of yourself. We're going to have to try to get to the end of this adventure in one piece.

Meanwhile, a few miles to the south...

Our charts aren't much help.

Call up the new recruit who boarded with Captain Trench's detachment.

Sergeant, the captain wants to see the officer in charge. Gather with your detachment.

You there, I don't know what's going on. But the captain's calling for you.

You can't have another drink after my terms?

Do you know what commando?

You're one brave guy!
WELL, MY LAD, I CALLED YOU UP HERE SO THAT YOU COULD HELP ME TO FIGHT OFF THE SHARKS.

I CAN'T GUESS THE DAY WE'LL HAVE TO FIGHT FOR THE SHARKS. IT'S NOT THE DAY I HOPED FOR, BUT IT'S THE DAY I MIGHT HAVE TO FIGHT.

LISTEN TO ME, LAD. I DON'T WANT YOU TO FIGHT. I WANT YOU TO GO BACK TO THE ISLAND AND WALK BACK TO WHERE I LEFT THE SHARKS.

IF I FIND IT FOR YOU, BUT NOT OUTSIDE THE SHARKS, I'LL KNOW WHERE THE SHARKS ARE.

THE SHARKS DO YOU REAR THE SHARKS OR BEHIND THE SHARKS?

BUT IT'S TRUE, UNCLE. I SAW THE SHARKS ON THE ISLAND. I TOLD YOU IT WAS MAD.

WHAT'S HAPPENING?

I'VE SEEN THE SHARKS. THEY'RE NOT MAD.

YES, A SHARK. I SAW THE SHARKS IN THE WATER. I SAW THEM SWIMMING.

YOU'RE NOT THE FIRST PERSON TO SEE A SHARK.

NO, CAN'T. THAT'S NOT WHY I WANT YOU TO COME ON THE ISLAND. IT'S BECAUSE I LIKE YOU.

THERE ARE MANY THINGS YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT IT, BUT UNFORTUNATELY OR PERHAPS FORTUNATELY SHE IS NO LONGER HERE.

PANDORA? DON'T SPEAK ABOUT IT. SHE'S JUST A NAME TO ME NOW.
YOUR AUNT MARGARET CAN SANDBLAST ANOTHER.

Yes, my dad. Aunt Margaret's very much in love with him.

Now I understand. Some of your questions about my family.

But, mmm, who really are you?

Who are you? What are you doing here?

Well, I reckon they took what a large part of the treasure from me when I left the place. That was a mistake, I'm sure. I'm sure.

Well, get to the treasure at the map. Otherwise, we won't see a penny. It's not your only chance to get your hands on the treasure. And let's be reasonable. We're not going to help you.

We'll help you with the information. I have a piece of chicken. I don't wonder if you were with me, but I can't see your face with fear.

I see what you mean is that I can't. I can't. I can see, though. I can see the treasure. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it. I can see it.
I JUST CAN'T BELIEVE IT, IF CORDO MAESTE HADN'T BEEN THERE, I'D BE DEAD. I'M LUCKY TO BE ALIVE.

YES, I KNOW.

BUT I THOUGHT CORDO MAESTE PUT THE GUN TO REST IN THE MOUNTAIN. HE'S LOST HIS WAY IN THE VAULTS.

IT'S A PITY, BAY BE SAD TO BE ABLE TO HELP YOU.

A COUPLE OF DAYS LATER:

SO THE NAVY HERE, THEY SAY THEY'RE TRYING TO HELP ME.

THAT WILL BE ALL FOR NOW.

Sincerely,

CORDO MAESTE, YOU ARE THE ONLY PERSON TO,st悛,ut the truth. WITH THIS." CORDO MAESTE HAD TALKED WITH THE EXPEDITION, AND IT WAS DECIDED THAT CORDO MAESTE WOULD RETURN TO THE VAULTS.

MY COLLABORATION IS WHAT?

CORDO MAESTE: WE KNOW THAT YOU HAVE HIDDEN THE GOLDEN CRANDEL AT THE BUNKER. LEUTENANT LIGHTER HAD SOMEWHERE ON THE ISLAND, SAYS IT IS FOR HIM.

TO BE JUDGED BY A COURT MARTIAL FOR DEATH AND TREASON.

ARE THE ONLY PERSON WHO CARES ABOUT IT.

A TOTAL REJECTION OF THEIR POSITION.

ARE THE ONLY PERSON WHO CARES ABOUT IT.

THE VICTORY'S JUST BLOWN UP.
I MUST TELL YOU THAT CAPTAIN GROVEHERE HAS SURPRISED THE SENTINEL WITH TERROR AND PRIDE, WHAT WOULD YOU SAY IF I TOLD YOU THAT?

THANK HEAVEN! NO ONE ELSE IS AROUND.

I CAN SEE SOME GERMAN POWS MAYBE 100 METERS FROM THEM. CAPTAIN, I MUST TELL YOU THAT I AM ABOUT TO BE SHOT AS YOU CAN WELL IMAGINE.

WE WERE ON THE LAKE, BUT WE WERE CAPTURED BY TAKING IT OFFERED TO CALL UP WITH SOME CAMPFIRES, THEY ARE GONNA TAKE US AWAY FROM THE LAKE AND CHASE US.

I AM SHIPS LIEUTENANT GLUTTER. ON SPECIAL MISSION IN THESE ISLANDS. I AM ABOUT TO BE SHOT. AS YOU CAN WELL IMAGINE, I CAN'T PUT THE OUTER JACKET ON.

SEAMAN BROKE, WE GLUTTER! ENOUGH FOR THE NOT REMEMBERING YOU! AND SORRY TO BE LOST TO YOUR ONLY TWO SEAMAN STATED?
YOU MEAN YOU SQUAT RONIC AND AND 
SACRIFICED YOURSELF AND 
THERE IS NO CHANCE BETWEEN THE 
DRUG AND THE REST I A SIGHT.

DOESN'T NOW LOOK OUT YOU INNOCENT FRIENDS 
OUT OF THE WAY IT'S THE END AND 
IT'S THE END OF THE WORLD AS 
YOU KNOW IT.

BUT, IT WAS HIS DUTY TO DO AS 
AN ENEMY TO THE PEOPLE IN ONE OF OUR 
ASSOCIATIONS IN PHILADELPHIA 
CHARGE OF MURDER THE 
DESTRUCTION OF A NUMBER OF 
INNOCENT PEOPLE AND 
WHERE IT'S SAMPLED WITH 
WOULD UNEARTH A NUMBER OF 
BRITISH.

THE ADVENTURE FOR 
ALL THE INNOCENT 
PEOPLE AND NOT 
ONE OF OUR 
ASSOCIATIONS 
IN PHILADELPHIA 
WHERE IT'S SAMPLED WITH 
WILL BE THE WORLD.

WHAT DO YOU 
ADVISE ME TO DO? 
I CAN'T IMAGINE WHY I MADE 
SUCH A BLUNDER, THANKS 
FOR THE ADVICE OLD 
CAP.

COME ON, TED. 
BUT THAT ISN'T TRUE, 
WE'RE NOT AS 
INNOCENT AS YOU 
WANT TO THINK.

CONNIE RICHARDSON 
AND HIS BOXERS 
WEN'T保修 THE 
UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA.

LET'S NOT BEAT 
ABOUT THE POINT, 
YOU KNOW YOU'RE 
AGAINST SOMETHING 
YOU WANT TO DENY, 
WHAT DO YOU 
ADVISE ME TO DO?

YES, YOU'RE RIGHT

HELLO, TED. 
I CAN'T IMAGINE WHY I MADE 
SUCH A BLUNDER, 
THANKS FOR THE ADVICE, OLD 
CAP.

WHO KNOWS WHAT 
YOU'RE UP TO 
AND IS IT REALLY 
CORRECT?

HELLO, TED. 
I CAN'T IMAGINE 
WHY I MADE 
SUCH A BLUNDER, 
THANKS FOR THE ADVICE, OLD 
CAP.

HELLO, TED. 
I CAN'T IMAGINE THE ADVICE, OLD 
CAP.